Name: Hotel Gambetta

Official description: Laid-back lodging offering straightforward quarters with free Wi-Fi, plus a lively cafe/bar.

Review Average on Google Reviews: 3.6/5.

Star Rating: 2/5.

Date: Check in March 19th and check out March 22nd.

Address: 13 Rue Gambetta, 51100 Reims

Contact: 03 26 47 22 00

Price: Booking through TripAdvisor.fr €69 for 2 per night. Breakfast not included. Overall 3nights*€69=€207 for the entire stay. Plus 7.5eur per person.

Place: 6mins away from the Cathedral. 5mins away from Palais du Tau, Museum of Fine Arts 6mins. Porte de Mars is 17mins away. 15mins away from Basilique Saint-Remi. Automobile museum 17mins. Carnegie Library 4mins. Champagne Taittinger is 17mins. Museum of German Surrender 24mins. Gare de Reims 17mins away. (All on foot).

Distance to SciencesPo and available transport: An 8 minute walk. Bus not useful.

Link: https://www.google.com/Hotel-Gambetta
2.

Name: Hotel de la Cathedrale

Official description: Unassuming hotel offering down-to-earth rooms with complimentary Wi-Fi.

Review Average on Google Reviews: 3.7/5.

Star Rating: 2/5.

Date: Check in March 19th and check out March 22nd.

Address: 20 Rue Libergier, 51100 Reims

Contact: 03 26 47 28 46

Price: Booking through the official site €63 for 1 per night. Breakfast not included. Overall 3nights*€63=€189 for the entire stay. Plus 8eur for breakfast per person.

Place: 4mins away from the Cathedral. 5mins away from Palais du Tau, Museum of Fine Arts 3mins. Porte de Mars is 14mins away. 22 mins away from Basilique Saint-Remi. Automobile museum 17mins. Carnegie Library 7mins. Champagne Taittinger is 24mins. Museum of German Surrender 19mins. Gare de Reims 10mins away. (All on foot).

Distance to SciencesPo and available transport: Bus stop ‘Opera-Cathedrale’ Busses 4,5,6,9 towards SciencesPo. 13 minutes on foot.

Link: https://www.google.com/travel/hotels/Hotel-Cathedrale
**Name:** Hotel Centre Reims - Best Western  

**Official description:** Low-key, individually decorated rooms & suites with complimentary WiFi & flat-screen TVs.  

**Review Average on Google Reviews:** 3.6/5.  

**Star Rating:** 3/5.  

**Date:** Check in March 19th and check out March 22nd.  

**Address:** 75 Place Drouet d'Erlon, 51100 Reims  

**Contact:** 03 26 47 39 03  

**Price:** Booking through the Booking.com €85 for 1 per night. Breakfast not included. Overall 3nights*€85=€255 for the entire stay. Plus 12eur per day per person breakfast.  

**Place:** 9mins away from the Cathedral. 10mins away from Palais du Tau. Museum of Fine Arts 7mins. Porte de Mars is 8mins away. 28 mins away from Basilique Saint-Remi. Automobile museum 29mins. Carnegie Library 12mins. Champagne Taittinger is 30mins. Museum of German Surrender 12mins. Gare de Reims 4mins away. (All on foot).  

**Distance to SciencesPo and available transport:** Stop ‘Gare Centrale’. Bus 4,5,6,9.  

[Link](https://www.google.com/travel/hotels/Reims/Centre-Reims)
4.

Name: Brit Hotel Aux Sacres

Official description: Simple property offering down-to-earth rooms with free Wi-Fi, as well as a modest bar & a courtyard.

Review Average on Google Reviews: 3.9/5.

Star Rating: 3/5.

Date: Check in March 19th and check out March 22nd.

Address: 7/9 Rue du Général Sarrail, 51100 Reims

Contact: 03 26 47 50 80

Price: Booking through the TripAdvisor.fr €83 for 1 per night. Breakfast not included. Overall 3nights*€83=€249 for the entire stay. +12eur per day breakfast.


Distance to SciencesPo and available transport: Stop ‘Gare Centrale’. Bus 4,5,6,9.

Link: https://www.google.com/travel/hotels/Reims/Brit